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common photographic camera, and photographs taken in the usual 
way. About eleven seconds was stated to be suflicient exposure for 
tho purpose. 

Professor Abbe's new Book on 0 tical Instmmente.-We are 

microscope-one of which appears in print in the present number 
of this Journal-in the form of a complete book " on the theory of 
optical instruments." 

informed that Professor Abbe inten a s to give his papers on the 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

OBSERVATIONS ON Ma. BBANWEZL'B LETTER. 
To the Editor of the $Monthly Mieroscopid Journal.' 

BOBTON, MAW., U.S.A., August 10, 1875. 
Mn. EDITOB,-I have been much interested in the proposition by 

Mr. R. Branwell iu the August number of this Journal. Some micro- 
ecopiats may at once accept his dictum that the opinions of certain 
persons named settle at once and for ever a certain disputed point; 
most others equally as competent may not accept that dictum, and the 
pages of thst same number of the Journal afford ample evidence of 
the fsct. 

Mr. Branwell eaya, '' The finest glass ever made would have but a 
limited sale, and probably would be condemned by the public because 
it could not perform on a diatom so well as other known glasaes of 
even moderate excellence." 

I challenge Mr. Branwell's theory. I claim that the '' finest glaaa 
ever made" or yet to be made will perfolm best on the diatom, and I 
maintain the converae proposition that the glass that w i l l  not perform 
best on the diatom is not the best for all other work. These pro- 
positions I m wady to prove by glaea that are the best. No opinion 
to the contrary can be of any value d e s a  the partiea giving the 
opinion have tried them. 

It is time the humbug w88 exposed and done with, that glasses fit 
for the etudy of diatoms are only fit for them. The fact is, the 
diatoms are the best objects in nature for the study of microscope 
objectives. 

CEABLES STODDEB. 
P r .  Stalder, if not remarkably c l w  in mme of his utterances, is 

at leaat bold in hie expression of opinion. We fesr, however, that 
those who have most studied mimmcopic anatomy will not acoept his 
propositions.--ED. ' M. M. 5.7 - 
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AN ERROR IN MR. DOD’S LAST LETTER. 
To the Editor of the ‘NontMy Nicrvscgieal Journal.’ 

MEXPHIS, TESS., IT.S.A., August 17, 1875. 
DEAR SIR,-Please do me the favour to correct a typographical 

error in my note published in the August number of ‘M. M. J.,’ 
p. 100. The Tolles’ “ four-system ” glass of &th of an inch, should 
be &th of an inch, only. 

Yours truly, 
ALBERT F. DOD. 

A QUERY AS TO THE LUMINOUS FIELD IN THE IMMERSION LENEI. 
To the Editor of the ‘Monthly Microscopical Journat.’ 

BomoN, August 24, 1875. 
Sm,-Your correspondent, Mr. Mayall, in the ‘ M. M. J.,’ p. 96, 

alluding to the testimony of Mr. Wenham’s Reflex Illuminator as 
deciding the “ aperture question,” says : “ If he will try the experi- 
ment on Moller’s Probe-Platte with the Reflex Illuminator and a 
high-angled immersion lens, he wi l l  see a Iuminous field ; whereas, 
with a pneumo-lens he obtains a dark field. Whence comes the 
luminoue field in the immersion lens if not from its having the power 
to collect rays which are totally rejlected when the pneumo-lens is 
used ?” 

I beg to suggest that this is not quite so dejnite a statement as is 
needed to make the conditions of the case clear. Will Mr. Mayall 
tell us what is the aery least angle of such ‘‘ a high-angled immersion 
lens ” as will give the effects he names ; that is to say, of a dark field 
when dry (thus a “ pneumo-lens ”), and a luminous field when “ wet,” 
and becoming thus an immersion lens? I hope for m explioit state- 
ment of the fact. 

Yours respectfully, 

R. B. Toms.  

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN PREPARERS OF MICROSCOPIC SPECIMENS. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Nonthly Microsccrpical Journal.‘ 

August 25, 1875. 
SIR,-Although in some instances foreign preparers supersede the 

English, it is but fair to state that the English excel in several 
instances the foreign preparers. 

Among the English preparers, Barnett, Cole, Enock, Norman, and 
Amos Topping take the lead in their yecialities, although several 
amateur preparers produce preparations of the highest quality. 
Among foreign preparers, Bourgogne’s (Charles, EugBne, and J. 
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Phre) prepsrsrtions are well known for their great cxcellcnce, and 
several of them are not obtainable, of equal perfection, from nny other 
source. C. Rodig’s botanical preparations, above all tho sections of 
Fungi in &tu, are well worth recommending-they are euperb. 
J. D. Moller’s Platten are well known, and they are uudoubtedly 
marvels of manipulative skill. H. Dalton’s arranged scales are 
deservedly admired 8s ‘‘ pretty and showy” preparations. Some 
American microscopic specimens are extremely well mounted. 

Moller has recently increased some of his prices to an enommu 
extent, although the quality of his productions has, to say the least, 
remained stationary. Several species of diatoms quoted in his (M.’s) 
catalogue at prices ranging from 28. to 68. cnn bc obtained here from 
the different opticinns at from la.  to 2.9. cacli, nccording to the per- 
fection of tho spccimcnn and tho hnnds in which thoy aro. Mdiiller may 
be lookctl upon by somo as an authority on Diatomncea, but according 
to Mr. Hickio (‘ M. M. J.,’ No. lxxix., p. 34), “ wrong naming seems to 
be his speciality,” and authenticity is not, therefore, the inducement 
to pay the increased prices for M.’s preparations. 

Since this increase of prices has taken place, Miiller gener04& 
offers to the microscopical world to divulge his procedure to prepare 
Diatomscam, for a corresponding indemnification, by publishing a 
lit& work, with iUustrations, at the lnoderals price of 328. 

In such a state of things, one must look for some source whence 
reliable preparations, of excellent quality, and moderate p r i w j  may 
be obtained. 

In regard to the English preparers, Cole and Son, of Liverpool, 
the well-known preparers of Diatomacee, have recently extended their 
productions to series of pathological and physiological preparations, 
which are highly recommendcd by scveral authoritics. 

Among tho physiologicnl wries will be found esccllcnt pre- 
parations of the so much loolcod for injected human cerebellum and 
cerebrum, and many other first-class injcctions, which will be, no 
doubt, of great interest both to the professional and to the amateur 
microscopist. 

Cole and Son have also produced lately series of Diatomacemy 
some of the specimens being of great rarity, mounted in their usual 
clean style, at very moderate prime. 

When specimens like the above are met With, there should be no 
feary when calling attention to them, that tho idea of ‘‘ puffing ” may 
be, for a moment, justly entertained. 

I bring the above before yom readers. believing that several of 
them do not Wish to pay funy prices, and therefore deprive them- 
selves from adding Certain specimens (which they would have bought 
at reasonable prices) to their cabinets. 

I am, Sir, yous obedicnt servant, 
A. DE &UZA GUIIUARAENS. 
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ON IMPROVENESTS IN ILLUXINATION. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Jl~i l tLly  Jlicroscopical Joiirnal.’ 

27, JIQSTAG~E STREET, EDISB~RGH, 
Aw/wr  30, 1875. 

Sm,-Whether the present controversy on angular aperture and 
the rival merits of English and foreign lenses may, or may not, rcsult 
in enlarging the defects while minimizing the excellences of our 
objectives, or whether the differences between the dobshomers and the 
Valcntin-knife men, where the one party looks for glasses having only 
one definite focal plane, and the other for such as have half-a-dozen 
planes at once, are likely to be adjusted by a prize glass to be con- 
structed under the superintendence of the ‘‘ R. M. s.,” which shall in 
some mysterious way combine both those idiosyncrasies, is a question 
I care not to meddle with. My purpose here is, not to obtrude 
opinions on others, but rather to seek advice and assistance in a 
matter, the importance of which is incontrovertible. I am alluding 
to improvements in illumination. 

There are, of course, other points in which I should like to see 
improvement, or, at least, the liberty of choice afforded us; for 
instance, I should like to see some portion of that oareful correction, 
which is said to be lavished on our objectives, extended also to eye- 
pieces ; and some contrivance hit upon to enable the diaphragm with 
its iris arrangement, instead of being a fixture, as at prese$ to be 
smoothly traversed from left to right,* at right angles to the axis of 
the tube, so as to combine oblique illumination with complete exclusion 
of a11 extraneous rays, and this without adding materially to the 
thickness of the stage. 

But these, I suppose, are things rather to be hoped for than 
expected. 

With regard to illuminrttion, though I have hunted through divers 
works to find what I wanted, my search has hitherto been fruitless. 
They either recommend specialities of limited application, or their ex- 
periments are like those df Mejnour in Bulwer’s ‘ Zanoni,’-successful, 
it  is true, in their own hands, but with the finishing touch concealed. 

Many persons have a strong prejudice against all sources of 
illumination with which glass,-especially quicksfivered glass,-is 
mixed up, as invariably introducing disturbing elements, which it is 
the worker’s business immediately to get rid of. Compare Dr. Pigott’s 
remarks in the ‘ M. M. J.,’ vol. Xii., pp. 152, 177. Therefore I have 
been thinking whether some improvement in this direction might not 
be effected by substituting for our present concave mirror of quick- 
silvered glass,-at least as an optional alternative,- a concave surface 
of some material perfectly white, and yet perfectly free from glistening, 
the surface to be brought to a state of absolute snioothnees. 9 s  polished 
silver would probably be quite as offensive as our present arrangement, 
it occurred to me that the surface might be covered with white enamel, 

* In the better German microxopes the diaphra,pn certainly does slide in 
on the right side (cf. ‘Nagli u. Schwendener,’ p. 93); but there is nothing 
answering t o  the above requirements,-at laat I have seen nothing. 

VOL. XIV. Q 
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after the manner of watch faees, though I am doubtful how far such 
a material would be susceptible of polish : but upon this point I would 
fain have the opinion of others. The amount of polish requirod and 
the dillioulties in the way may be inferred from the following extract 
from Dr. BWlcr’s ‘Chemical Physics’ (5th ed., p. 161): “Bodies 
in general do not possess surfaces actually flat. To common observa- 
tion they may be flat ; but, when optically examined, their surface is 
found to consist of an indehite number of minute planes inclined to 
each other at all possible angles, and therefore receiving and reflecting 
light in all possible directions. When by the operation of polishing 
they are so much reduced as not to bo elevated or depressed more 
than about tho millionth of nn inch, they appear to become incapable 
of acting sopamtoly, and produco tho offcct of a uuiform surface.” 
Comparc a1~0 ‘ Nugoli u. Schwondonor,’ p. 86. 

I t  will  bo sccn from this that tho dcgrco of smoothness required to 
convort tho surfaco I have spokcn of into an efficient reflector is to 
tho millionth of an inch. I havc seen it stated that, if put under the 
microwope, the surface of few microscope lenses would fail to show 
lines and scratches left by tho polishing material. Perhaps some 
may be tempted to submit their objectives to this ordeal, and then to 
calonlste how fsr the marks 80 found exceed the millionth of an inch, 
that is, how far the polishing of their glasses comes short of perfection. 

The dilliculties, then, are considerable. On the other hand, 
popular report credits Mr. Whitworth with having constructed a 
machine to measure to the millionth of an inch ! If this be anything 
better than a stupid canard, and if to measure to the millionth of an 
inch be really within the ability of our ordinary mechanics, surely to 
polish to that degree of exactness cannot bc an insuperable difficulty 
to our London opticians, who are confcssedly tho very flower of 
artistic skill. At any rato, I think tho attcmpt ought to be made; 
and what has been douo in tho way of reflecting telescopes may serve 
as a guide. I t  is just possiblo that such reflecting surfaces might 
fail to furnish sufticient light for very high powers; but they certainly 
would be a comfortable and tmtwmthy aid to all powers under a 

inch. 
Speaking of opticians reminds me that, though I found most of 

the German opticians knew little more of Schaoht, Harting, Froy, 
and Dippel than their bare names, yet I always found them furnished 
with a well-thumbed copy of ‘ Nageli u. Schwendener,’ and some of 
them were especially emphatic in their opinion of its merits, giving me 
to understand that, in their estimation, it was the book par excellence.* 
I set it down at the time for just an ordinary German book on optics, 
copiously dottad with trigonometry and optical diagrams, exhibiting 
a fair quantum of good sense,-and certainly of botany,-by two 
editors at once, one of them apparently supplying the good sense, and 
the other the botany. Perhaps there W a trifie too much of botany 
and crystallography, and what the editors call Mhochemie ’’ ; but 

* ‘Dae Yilwekop, Theorie und Anwendung deaselben, von:Kerl Niigeli, 
Prof. in Miinchen und 8. Brhwendener. Doaenten der Botanik in Miinchen. 
Mit 276 Holzschnitten. Leipzig, 1867.’ 
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this will be a venial fault with those of kindred tastes,-those, I mean, 
who believe with the poet, 

" The proper studr of mankind is-fungi." 

I have since endeavoured to know it better. 
It would be superfinous to call it profound; for all German 

scientiiic works at least try to be that. It is that, and something 
more. It is a thoroughly pact icat  treatise on applied optics, that is, 
on optics applied specially to the construction and correction of micro- 
scopical instruments,-a regular optician's vade mecum, with all the 
whys and wherefores reasoned out to the end,-in short, a veritable 
book after Mr. Wenham's own heart. Indeed, in many passctges its 
language is almost identical with some of Mr. Wenham's recent utter- 
ances ; so that the editors might seem rather to have been translating 
than composing, only that they happened to publish their remarks a 
few years earlier. And throughout the book there is an absence of 
that spirit, so general in German writers, of affecting to ignore all 
that has been written on the subject by other nations. They quote 
Scotch, French, English, American, and Dutch aut'horities with perfect 
impartiality, thus recognizing that science, like goodness, is the pro- 
perty of no particular nationality. In their chapter, " How to deter- 
%he Angular Aperture," after discussing the various methods proposed, 
and Mr. Wenham's amongst them, they remark, " This [Wenham's] 
method has indisputably the great advantage, that me are enabled by 
it  to determine, not only the aperture of the objective in respect of 
the whole amount of light it admits, but also the reallv available Dart 
of it, that is, the p a s  which supplies sharp and correct imaies." 
See D. 168. 

f may add, that the work is written by men of acknowledged 
eminence as mathematicians, who are at the same time notable micro- 
scopists, and of high repute for their microscopical researches in their 
own particular line ; so that their statements will hardly be open to 
the sarcasms that might be levelled at microscopical assertions by 
writers on optics ignorant of microscopy, or at  optical remarks by 
microscopists careless of optics. 

I do not mean that all their theories will be acceptable to our 
London opticians. The following, for instance, will, I know, be very 
unpalatable : " The use of condensers is in most cases superfluous, 
where the mirror is sufficiently large, and can be brought up near 
enough. The use of such things has a meaning only where one pur- 
poses to enlarge the aperture of the incident cone of light." . . . 
'' Condensers, therefore, are efficacious only in two directions ; they 
give to the cone of light, which illuminates a particular area of the 
field of view, an equal intensity in its entire cross-section; and, in the 
next place, enlarge its angle of aperture. As for the other assertions 
regarding the effects of condensers, that they dissipate the interference 
lines at the margin of the object, and resolve difficult details pro- 
portionately better, the more completely the correction of their 
aberrations has been carried out, that is pure imagination." See 
pp. 91, 255. This, of come, is nu& heresy; but I suspect that 

Q 2  



the editora, if ssssiled on this point, would be quite equal to the 
occasion. 

But there is one pasesge (p. 169) so pertinent to the controversies 
of the day, that I must give it in the authors’ own words: ‘‘ Es ist 
vollkommen gleichgultig, ob der Oefiungswinkel eines Mikroskop 
beispielsweise 70 oder nur 68 Grad behge. Es ist geradezu liicher- 
lich, wie Harting mit Recht bemerkt, wenn man bei stixkeren Objec- 
tiven, wie es Manche gethan haben, die Grosse des Oefiungswinkels 
bis auf Bruchtheile eines Grades Bngiebt. Und ebenso lacherlich 
und unpraktisch ist es, Objective mit Oefiungswinkeln bis m 160” 
und dariiber herzustellen, wcnn hicvon wonigstens 40-50’ auf einen 
total unhrauchharcn poripherischcn Thoil dos Systems fallen, wie 
diess bei matichon cnglischon Systonien wirklich vorkommt.” 

A translation of tho entirc work would bo out of the question, 
owing to its great bulk,--628 pagcs large octavo. Of theso aboiit 358 
belong to the microscope propor, while the rest of the book is devoted 
to an exposition of their own peculiar views on gases, crystals, pro- 
toplasms, ell-formation, plant-life, and what not; all very learned 
and very interesting, but which would have gono much better into a 
mparate volume, to be entitled, ‘ The application of the Microscope to 
things in general.’ 

Pours faithfully, 
W. J. E~IOKIE. 

MR. J. MAYALL, JUN.’B, CRITIGS; AND THE “ BALSAK APERTURE 
QUE~TION.” 

To the Editor of the ‘ Monthly Microscqiical Joiimal.‘ 

SIrc,-Mr. Slack’s dcfenco of his apology amounts to this: He 
a h s  that with Zeiss’s 4th pneumo-lens, angle 6S0, and C eye- 
piece, with artificial light, he was able to rival the dehition of 
Surirelh gemma as seen in Dr. Woodward‘s photograph produced 
with Powell and L e h d ’ s  &th immersion, with sunlight. I am 
content to leave that statement to carry its own conviction. 

6s Crito’s ” attempt to answer my question “ Whence comes the 
lsminous field in the immersion lens if not from its having the power 
to collect rays which are totally refleeted when the pneumo-lens is 
used?” lach the sagacity he would affect, and does not ‘‘ perfectly 
m u n t  for the phenomenon.” He suggests, the luminous field mi@ 
have been obtained by the immersion lens having a largerangular 
spertnre than the pneumo-lens used. The very point of the experi- 
mental proof furnished againat Yr. Wenham’s position in the ‘‘ Balsam 
aperture question” by his Reflex Illuminator is, that when the pneume 
lens is need on a t#rlsam-monnted object (viz. Moller’s Probe-Platte), 
the field rays are totally r6flected by the cover-glass,-there are 
to be ‘‘ picked up,”-the total wflexion at the cover-ghs is a barrier 
that exoludea the pneumo-lens whataver inoreese might be given to 
the angle of aperture ; but when the high-angled immersion lens is 

224, REGENT STREET, LONDON, September 2,1875. 
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wed, field rays enter the lens, giving a luminous field-rays from 
balsam of greater angle than 41°-the very rays '' challenged " by 
M'r. Wenham. The optical law that forbids the pneumo-lens to 
gather the field rays from the Illuminator also excludes it from all 
rays nascent from the object of greater obliquity than 413 ; and con- 
versely the law that has permitted the Jield to be luminous in the 
immersion lens with rays beyond 41' permits image-forming rays to 
pass from the object beyond 41'. Whether the rays pass direct from 
the total re5ecting surface of the prism, or from the object, if they 
reach the posterior surface of the front lens at equal angles of inci- 
dence, they both follow the same process of refraction. That image- 
forming rays deflected. by the object, or nascent therefrom, of greater 
angle than 41' do enter the immersion lens and are refracted into 
the optical image is, I conceive, abundantly proved,-theoretically 
by Professor Keith's computation, experimentally by the fact that 
definition entirely invisible to the pneumo-lens and manifestly the 
product of extru-oblique rays is visible with the immersion. Those 
who care to follow the subject will at once note that the increase 
of angular aperture due to the immersion principle is' notethe increase 
'' Crito " speaks of. 

The answer to my question is, as Dr. Woodward and Professor 
Keith demonstrated : Tliat in~nzersion lenses made on certain formula 
transmit a greater angZe of rays than corresponds to the maximum air-angle. 

I take this opportunity of saying that shortly after the arrival of 
Dr. Woodward's photographs of Professor Keith's computation, I 
drew up 5 brief history of the '' Balsam aperture question," and sub- 
mitted it with the computation to one of the highest mathematical 
authorities in England : the result was against Mr. Wenham. I should 
have made this known, but I understood Mr. Wenham to reject the 
experimental proof as being inadmissible in deciding the question of 
image-bearing aperture. It remained to provide means by which rays 
beyond 41" from balsam should be refracted through the immersion 
lens ; and this was requircd to be &ne with legitimate means-such 
as admitted of no cavil on the score of being made only for the 
purpose of proof and of no moment in practical microscopy. The 
Reflex Illuminator is surely not open to this kind of objection? 

I am, &c., 
_- JOHN MAYALL, jun. 

MR. GARNER'S BUCEPHALUS. 
2b the Editor of the 'Monthly Microscopical Joumat.' 

3, QUEEN STREET PLACE, UPPER THAME8 STREET, 
LONDON, September 7, 1875. 

Sm,-Having sent a copy of my letter to you of July 30th date 
to W. Garner, he has in return kindly lent me the paper published 
in the ' Zoological Transactions,' December 8, 1835, to which he 
referred in his communication to your Journal of July 11, and 
accompanied the same with the following note to me, via : 

'4 Deer Sir,-I scud you m y  paper in which I figure a parasite which 
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I prosume is allied to your Bucephalus ; possibly not identical with 
it. I never found it free, but the individuds I found were remarkable 
for such mpid and sudden movements as were described in your 
animal. My short communication was written under the impression 
that the assertion of the non-parasitism of Bucephalus was not con- 
h e d  to your species or variety, whatever it is. I leave the matter 
in your hands, and remain, 

“ Dear Sir, y o m  very faithfdly, 
“R. GABNEB.” 

With Mr. Garner’s permission I now enclose copy of the figure 
in his paper.* I n  refercnee to it he says that he found it in the foot 
of an Anodonta, and that it presentcd tho following characters, viz : 
“ In the maturo state the body is more or l c ~ s  cylindricnl in its shape, 
but varied much nt the will of the anirn!l. At one extremity it has 
two very long appendages, which are spiniferous nt their terminations, 
and which in some individuals have a row of round bodies attached 
to one side for part of their length ; these appendages are contracted 
with great rapidity, and are then very short. There is an opening by 
a circular l#ip between these appendages. A contraction separates 
this part, on which they are situated, from the rest of the body. 
There appears to be another opening st the opposite extremity of the 
animal.” I think it will be seen fiom the above as compared with 
my animal, and also with the Bucepludwpolynzorphua and Haimeanus, 
that although there is some resemblance in form and character, yet 
that it more nearly appronches the B. Haimeanus thnn either: and 
that all three differ very much from the creature I hnvo found, and 
which so far remains unique. 

I remnin your obodiont sorvant, 
JOHN Bawoox. 

REMABKE ON CRITO’S LEITEB. 
To the Edita of the ‘ Monthly Mkroscopical Journal.‘ 

DAL~OX VICABAQE, NEAB CABLIBLE, 
September 11, 1875. 

Sm,-In ‘‘ Criito’s” letter, in the last number of the ‘M. M. J.’ 
there are some passages which must, I conceive, excite surprise in the 
minds of many of your readers. 

Mr. Mayall had observed that, tried by the test of deep oculars, 
the image with certain specified comparatively low-angled objectives 
breaks up with any magnification beyond nbout 1000 diameters. In 
reply, ‘‘ Crito ” quotes the nominal linear magnifying powers of lenses 
of the same focal length a8 those referred to by Mr. Mayall, with 
different eyepieces, as though that were a conclusive answer. But 
surely he forgets that the whole question at issue is not as to possible 

re8 from Mr. Badcock, but n8 they have 
.already appeared elaewherc we thillk gir reproduction here is unnecesary.- 
ED. ‘ M, M. 5.7 

* [We have received a copy of the fi 
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amplification, but as to actual definition. Of course, the nominal 
magnification can by the use of deep oculars be run np to almost any 
figure ; but what practical worker with high-power lenses does not 
know by experience how useless and deceptive is the further cnlarge- 
ment of an object by such means, after that point is reached at 
which, for want of defining power in the lens employed, the image 
begins to lose its sharpness and crispness, and to become indistinct 
and woolly ? 

Mr. Mayall had further noticed that, with Wenham’s Reflex 
Illuminator, a high-angled immersion objective gives a luminous field, 
when a pneumo-front gives a dark field ; and he asks, Whence comes 
the luminous field ? In reply, “ Crito ” makes the singular suggestion, 
that the dry may have had a smaller angle than the immersion lens. 
But what has the angular aperture of the dry lens to do with the 
question ? I f  the rays were totally reflected from the upper surface 
of the cover, which they would reach after passing through the 
balsam-mounted slide, but bcyond which they could not get according 
to the well-known optical law, there could be none to be picked up by 
the dry objective, mhatcvcr its angular aperture might be. What 
then could make the fic1d:luminous when the immersion front was 
used, but the entrance into the objective of rays which, with the 
pneumo-front, Kere totally reflected? But ‘& Crito ” asks whether a plain 
glass slip would not answer the same purpose as the Moller’s Probe- 
Platte ? No doubt it mould, so far as the mere brightness of the field 
goes. But the Probe-Platte serves another purpose. For the objects 
i t  contains,,though attached to the cover and not in contact with the 
glass slip, are brilliantly illuminated, thus proving that the rays 
which enter the object-glass do not arise from mere diffusion of light, 
but that they are bond jde  image-forming rays. In the one case the 
image of the diatoms is not there ; in the other it is there. This is, 
as it strikes me, Mr. Mayall’s answer to Mr. Wenham’s challenge. 

The pleasantry which “ Crito ” discharges at Mr. Hogg at the close 
of his letter arises, 1 think, from a misapprehension of his meaning. 
Certainly he misrcpresents his conclusion, which he could not do if he 
rightly understood his abridged line of reasoning. And yet the argu- 
ment, when fully stated, appears to be simple enough. Dr. Parkinson 
proves that chromatic and spherical aberration, which arise from dif- 
ferent muses, are to be corrected by different and independent means. 
Theoretically, therefore, as Dr. Parkinson states, both may be corrected 
together, and a perfect lens obtained. It is equally true from the rea- 
soning that theoretically either of them may be corrected whilst the 
other is left uncorrected. In other words, a lens may be achromatic and 
not aplanatic, or aplanatic and not achromatic. From this the infer- 
ence drawn by Mr. Hogg is, not, as “ Crito ” incorrectly states it, that 
“ some object-glasses which are not achromatic must be aplanatic,” 
which is simply absurd, but “that all chromatic aberration does not 
involve spherical aberration,” which was the conclusion to be esta- 
blished. 

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, 
EDMUND CAER. 

-- - 
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Ms. BBANWELL’S PBOPOSED PRIZE FOR THE BEST OBJEOTIVE. 
To the Editor of the ‘ Monthly Microscqpicul Journul.’ 

 your Brighton correspondent, Mr. Branwell, F.R.M.S., 
makes a suggestion that ‘(the Royal Ttticroscopical Society should 
appoint a committee to settle upon a standard for physiological 
glasses. That the Society should offer a gold medal every third year 
or oftener for such glasses. . . . .” 

It appears to me the appointment of a committee for that purpose 
would be fraught with danger to the existence of our Society. Every 
optician would havo his candidato. Every optician’s friend or ac- 
quaintence would be toutod for hi8 voto with 8uch uncompromising 
encrgy, that tho wholo subject of microscopy would bccomc tainted to 
the coro with party spirit; and in tho chaos of our bickering8 we 
should loso all chance of getting access to the palatial realms of 
Burlington House, which many Fellows have yearned for as the one 
hope of reviving our declining reputetiou as a Learned Society. 

When I endeavour to represent to myself in imagination the 
probable effect, among the opticians, of the sight of Mr. Branwell’s 
suggested gold medal to be competed for every third year, I seem to 
see a whole Hogarthian series of delineations of human character 
fitting in and about our cheerless assembly room at King’s College, 
scarcely one of them having the least confidence beforehand in the 
impartiality of the committee ; and only one of them to be gratSed 
every third year t 

I much prefer our present 
anarchicel system, where evoiy optician who has a fricnd among the 
Follows may induco him to ~ w o a r  by his--and only his judgment 
in recommonding optical work. T ~ U R  compctition is kept alive. 
Thus has every optician an interest in furnishing overy one of us 
with choico lenses. Thus may we pride omelves in thinking we 
each possess lenses of extraordinary excellence. The preeent system 
favnurs us aU individually,-that is why I like it. 

I f  Mr. Branwell’s propod were carried out, the very 6rst award 
might put me out of conceit with my lenses. I should sell them at a 
low, and get others from the “gold medallist.” At the next award I 
might be driven back to my discarded lenses ; and so on, until my 
microscopical proclivities would be 80 tortured by anxiety-hoping 
against hope ever to possess the very best lenses in existence (of 
which at present I am undoubtedly assured by Messrs. X., my op- 
ticians)-that, in despair, I ihould send the whole paraphernalia to the 
auction room. It would probably be sold for an “ old song ” to some 
dealer in second-hand apparatus, who would select out the valuable 
portions, replace them by thoroughly worthless ones, and resell to one 
of those aspiring amateurs who have perfect confidence in their own 
judgment. 

I remembor some years ago a large sum of money was subscribed 
to the “ Quekett Memorial Medal Fund,” to provide “ a medal, to be 
called the Quekett Medal,’ and to be given at the discretion of the 

Such a prospect fills me with dismay. 
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Council (if possible annually) to such member of the Society who, i n  
the opinion of the Council, has best promoted the interest of Micro- 
scopical Science ;” but the Council have considerately stored i t  away 
for some other purpose. If they were to revive the subject, we should 
all put in our cIaims with such daring ambition, the Council might be 
forced to award the medal alphabetically, according to seniority,-or, 
perchance, have it scrambled for: the justice of the award would 
probably be as likely to satisfy us one way as another. 

Your obedient servant, 
F.R.M.S. 

PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

QUEKETT MICROSCOPICAL CLUB. 
Annual Meeting, July 23.-Dr. John Matthews, F.R.M.S., Pre- 

sident, in the chair. 
The Tenth Annual Report of the Committee m s  read, giving a 

very favourable account of the progress of the club during the year, 
which was fully borne out by the details entered into. 

The President read the Annual Address, in the course of which, 
after reading the prospectus of the original constitution of the club, 
he proceeded to consider how far the intentions of its founders had 
been carried out. After a rapid review of the nature and motives of 
their work, and of the eminently social character of their meetings, 
he deprecated the supposed necessity for original research on the 
part of a society composed principally of amateurs and students, 
maintaining that the best thing they could do was to make themselves 
well acquainted-before all-with the labours of their predecessors 
and others, taking nothing for granted until personally verified as far 
as possible. That, he considered, was the nature of real scientific 
training. Adverting to the Reports of the Committee snd Treasurer, 
he congratulated the members on the prosperous state of the Society, 
numerically, financially, and scientifically : and concluded with the 
inference that the Society had amply fu1fi;led the intentions of its 
founders. 

The elections then took place for officers and members of com- 
mittee. Dr. Matthews was re-elected President for the ensuing 
year. 

Dr. Lionel S. Beale, F.R.S., &c., a past President of the club, 
was balloted for and unanimously elected an honorary member. 

Votes of thanks to the Presidcnt and officers were passed, also 
one of a very cordial character to the Council of University College, 
for the continuation of their permission to hold the meetings in the 
College library, a favour which had been accorded to the club from 
an early period of its existence. 


